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Monday, November 1st. The President had no schedule today except for a meeting with Laird at 

4:00. So I spent the entire morning in the office with him going over a whole series of things, 

during which he had Alex in and out part of the time, Henry in and out, and Ziegler in and out. 

 

The principal item of discussion today was the foreign aid problem again. We covered it in the 

staff meeting, getting into the problem of who's handling it, because it can't be left just to 

MacGregor. There are a lot of potential PR problems, and there's a strong feeling it could 

become a landmark question, and concern that AID is making their own deals. In the staff 

meeting, MacGregor reviewed the history, making the point that we have had a steadily 

shrinking small margin in the House for foreign aid over the last few years, and then we were 

faced with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee bill which had many bad amendments tacked 

on. And we fought to kill each of those, and lost support each time we did. Also the change in 

the composition of the Senate itself in last year's elections cost us seven supporters of foreign 

aid. We could only have avoided the adverse vote by starting months ago with separate packages 

and generated support for each of them, and that wasn't feasible, at least at that time. The feeling 

now is that Fulbright will go for all the economic aid sections and no military aid except for 

Israel. Our plan is to go for a continuing resolution. Hopefully for 120 days. 

 

Kissinger argued strongly that we should go on the attack, that we should defend the President's 

initiatives. Maintain that we must strengthen the free world, that Congress is dismantling our 

basis for doing so. We shouldn't defend the military aid versus economic aid. We should just hit 

Congress for trying to wreck our foreign policy, for their capricious partisan reasons. We should 

not play the game of saving the good parts. We should pitch for a return to sanity and end to 

mischief making. Don't say what comes after the continuing resolution; just attack Congress. 

They screwed it up. Agree that no one likes foreign aid, but it's essential that we have it now. 
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Kissinger set up a meeting of all the Cabinet agencies, and so on, at 11:30 today, and reported to 

the President first on that. Saying that he's got to get them coordinated because he's found that, 

for instance, Hanna is work, has been working over the weekend with Javits on trying to save the 

humanitarian items and drop the military, whereas our foreign policy requires the military. The 

President said that now we should separate out the military part of it and send that through 

Armed Services. That it had been a mistake all along to run the whole thing through the Foreign 

Relations Committee. Henry also said he has George Ball pulling a group of establishment types 

together. Henry again made the point to the President that we should go on the attack. That our 

program is designed to keep the free world strong, the Senate has irresponsibly knocked it off. 

We should get the Senate on the defensive for thwarting the President's foreign policy, while he's 

planning his trip to Moscow, Peking, etcetera. 

 

Also we should try to mobilize the establishment, if we can keep them on the military aid, not 

just the humanity. The problem is we have to give them a plan. The question is whether we can 

get Mahon to go on the 120 day continuing resolution. The President sent me out to check, at this 

point, with MacGregor, to see whether that was the case. MacGregor reported that Mahon was 

adamant on the continuing resolution, that he would run it only to the sine day, die adjournment 

and will not go beyond. Gerry Ford and Carl Albert agree with him, because they feel this puts 

maximum pressure on the Senate. Then, if necessary, we can extend the continuing resolution in 

December just before adjournment. They won't go now, though, for the 120 days, because that 

takes the heat off the Senate. They're going to try to get the Rules Committee to order a rule that 

they can consider the money bill before the authorization on foreign aid, the same as they plan to 

do on the Defense money bill. They think it would be good to show prompt action on a foreign 

aid money bill. 
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On the PR side, the President commented that it's inevitable that we take a whacking, and that 

there's a clear lesson here: that we will never change the media's minds. They only support us 

when we're so far ahead of them that they can do nothing else. He commented that the only 

answer to an attack is to take the offensive. 

 

Ziegler came in. The President gave him some guidance on the foreign aid thing, saying to 

express confidence that the responsible members will prevail. We will not agree to any 

compromise, this is a balanced program. It will not succeed if the balance is destroyed. Military 

aid is essential to help others help themselves. Cambodia is a prime example. Ziegler then went 

out, and the President made the comment that, about the double standard that the press applies in 

all things and used the example of Tito versus Franco. Both of them are oppressive dictators, but 

everybody just glowed over the great success and friendship of the Tito visit, whereas they 

sneered at Franco under the same circumstances. The point being that Tito is a Communist and 

therefore can be praised, whereas Franco is a Fascist and must be condemned. 

 

George Shultz came up with a theory at the staff meeting this morning, and re-expanded it at our 

Monday meeting, dinner meeting this evening, that there are a lot of deep currents beginning to 

flow now. That we have cut a lot of our basic moorings and we don't know exactly where we're 

headed. For instance, there's opposition building to a controlled economy, or the idea of one, and 

to the loss of foreign aid, and to the China seat. He thinks we should lay out all these and look at 

them as a tableau and consider the whole picture, not just the pieces. He thinks the President has 

unleashed a lot of new forces, so that every little nuance now becomes important, and we must 

be very careful regarding their reaction. Thus it's a very difficult time and delicate time. He 

comments that the President tends more than anyone to play the whole mosaic, while the others 

play the specific little items with which they're personally concerned. 
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Henry responded to that tonight by saying that he agreed, and saying that we have three basic 

problems that enter into this question: first is the Vietnam War, second is the hatred of Nixon by 

the establishment and the media, and third is the lack of creative support within the government 

itself, the bureaucracy and the Departments. The White House has the capability of cutting loose 

and knocking down established procedures and institutions, but we don't have the depth to build 

up new creative plans without the help of the Departments, and so on. Henry also at dinner 

tonight got into an analysis of the loss of the UN China vote making his theory... 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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...very strongly that he was shafted by the State Department on purpose. That they could have 

easily delayed the vote for a week or so, and that would have enabled him to get back from 

China, and us to build our strength. He also feels that State purposefully made a big fuss out of 

their battle in order to try and get credit, and then had the vote, so that Henry would get the 

blame if it went wrong. He feels that we could have had the vote, if we had worked on Botswana 

land and Guyana, and people like that rather than the more prestigious big nations where we 

made a lot of stir, but didn't pick up any votes. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

He's quite bitter about that whole thing. 
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The President had Alex and Ehrlichman in this morning to discuss plans for a political Cabinet 

meeting on Friday of this week. He doesn't want to have it with either the President or Connally 

there. He'll open the meeting and then leave. And he wants to have a carefully planned meeting, 

where we've decided in advance what we want the Cabinet officers to do and how we want to 

have it come out. He wants Ehrlichman to say at the Cabinet meeting that we've taken a bad rap 

on our positive accomplishments in the domestic field and on what we've proposed. So they 

should prepare, on a tightly reasoned, simple basis, a paper for each Department on what that 

Department's done. These must be available right after Christmas in terms of a three-year report 

of the Cabinet officer's stewardship of his Department, and then we'll release them one after the 

other and find ways to get them promoted. He feels we need to hit the Cabinet officers on the 

need to start to attack and get into the tough politics. John made the point that they need to hear 

that they should be released from their reticence to attack and to defend the President. We need 

to convince them they can amount to something if they get in and fight. We should, of course, 

exclude Defense and State from this, but then praise Bush which will give them a subtle 

message. 

 

The President says to have the Vice President preside, but the AG should lead the discussion and 

have the agenda. He also should use Scali to tell the Cabinet officers that they have to attack to 

make news, and as a positive guy, to charge them up. Let him sell the Colson arguments, because 

you can't use Chuck because of the Mitchell problem. Also get Rumsfeld to program some spark 

into it. Scali should take Connally as an example. Make the point that he's not popular with the 

press, but he's highly effective. Also perhaps use the Vice President as an example. He says 

something, and they know, therefore, what he stands for. Others might do likewise. 

 

The President got in with Henry to the plans for his meeting with Rogers tomorrow. First, he 

wants to program him to go out to the press and attack the Senate on the foreign aid vote. 
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Second, he wants to get in his head in setting up the Latin America trip, the idea of going to 

Brasilia for a meeting with all the heads of governments. Third... 
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...he wants to tell him that Le Duc Tho will be in Paris on the 20th and that there will be a 

meeting with Henry at that time. And also that Tito told the President that the Russians are 

talking to North Vietnam. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

The President feels he has to do this to get Rogers off the wicket of the November 15 

announcement, because Rogers is pushing for making that the statement of the end of the war. 

The President feels on the November 15 thing, that we have to make that announcement as early 

as we can, but we have to wait until after the continuing resolution has passed, if that's possible. 

He plans to say that we'll withdraw 40,000 in two months, and then hold off on the end of the 

draft announcement until January. He may split the 40,000 and say 25,000 will be home before 

Christmas. 

 

He got into quite a few discussions of personnel today. For instance, the problem of the AG and 

whether we can let him leave to run the campaign. He talked about the problem of Kleindienst 

succeeding, feeling that we can't get him confirmed, so maybe the thing to do is leave Mitchell at 

Justice and have Kleindienst come out and run the campaign under Mitchell's guidance. Or leave 

them both at Justice and let Mitchell run the campaign from there, or maybe have Mitchell take a 
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leave of absence, or as a final alternative, to have someone else run the campaign. He discussed 

Elliot Richardson and made the point that he would be an outstanding Chief Justice, and that, 

since he's now got the two conservatives set for the Court, he would be willing to go to a 

middle-of-the-road guy; and if anything should happen to Burger, he wants to keep Richardson 

in mind, because he thinks he would be a towering, historic Chief Justice. He also got into the 

Hoover question. The President feels we have to delay the removal now because of the Mitchell 

question and the Princeton hearings on the FBI and all the other matters that are pending. The 

President's feeling is that we just let it go and announce sometime next year that Hoover will be 

resigning after the election and after his successor has qualified. That will put the heat on for 

Nixon's reelection to make sure he's the one that appoints the successor. 

 

We talked about NATO. Kennedy apparently has said that he'll take it only up to the time of the 

Summit, which is not satisfactory. So the President now feels maybe we should go with a foreign 

service Ambassador who knows the track, rather than trying to train someone new in a rather 

complex thing at this point. 

 

He said, regarding the State of the Union that he may not deliver a State of the Union to the 

Congress himself this year, because it's not worth getting into the battle on equal time, and so 

forth. That instead, he may go on television the night before from his office. 

 

Continued on the other side. 

 

[End of tape reel AC-15(A)] 
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[Begin of tape reel AC-15(B)] 

 

Continuation of Monday, November 1. We’re talking about a plan for the State of the Union. 

The President feels that, by not going up to the Hill, he can avoid letting the camera picking up 

the Kennedy's reaction, etcetera. He feels this is not the year to go up there, because they'll be so 

political, and he's better off to do it under his own terms. 

 

Colson talked to the President this afternoon about Dole's attitude. Says that he thinks Dole is 

under an emotional depression and is taking a very negative attitude on all these things, so the 

President feels I should set up a weekly session on politics to get the guys in to discuss this. Keep 

the people upbeat, and so on. 

 

We had a meeting this afternoon with the Attorney General and Shultz regarding the Hoffa 

question. Mitchell raised the point that the time probably has come for the President to exercise 

executive clemency. He suggests burying this in the Christmas list in a batch of 250 or so. The 

President was trying to get at the point of how you position it. He said that we have to figure 

who's going to take us on it: first, the people who don't like labor leaders, and second, Teddy 

Kennedy, because of Bobby. The question is what our political benefit is, and what is in the 

balance. The inevitable charge will be that this is done for political support. The line the 

President would use is that he's met the normal requirements for release and there should not be 

discrimination against him because he's a labor leader. He also raised the question of how 

McClellan will take it. In the same meeting, the question came up of the Wage Price Board and 

what our options are if Meany should decide at some point to walk out, which it's quite likely 
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that he'll do. He told Shultz to get a contingency plan ready for this. And we discussed that 

further at the Monday night dinner this evening. 

 

End of November 1st. 


